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A reconnaissance gI'G.vHy snrvay was made by the 
Bureau of Min8ral Resources, Geology and Geophysics in the 
area between Norruanton (Q!.leensh..nd) and Da"Ly Waters (Ncrth8rn 
Territory) in 1959; a short traverse connecting Daly Wate:r.s 
wi th the e.rbf-J. n6ar Nutwood Downs was added during the 196() 
fielQ. season, 

The objective of t:he Gurve;)" was to investiga:te th8 
relation between ma.joI· gravity anumaly f"latures and geologi<.:s.l 
struC1:>n:E!, in an e.rea 'v'ihich includes three major basin8, viz. 
the Carpente.:t'ia~ M:1.tl.rt)~nr, and. Georcina BasilIs. The results 
show a general de:cl.'ease westwe,ras in the Bouguer anomaly valu.es 
wi th d.istinct gr8.vity val.'iations superimposei. The relation 
between these gravity anomaly features and geology is shown. 

MaxiillU,p. gravity anomalies which 0ccur in the eastern 
pOJ~i:.ion c,f the area surveyed are proba'bly rela.ted to P~c:ecambrian 
basement lithology • 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

From August to Novp.mber 1 959 the Bl.lreau of Min8ral 
Resources, Geology awl Geo:phYEics made a reconnaissar.ce gravity 
traverse from the southern f=inges )f the G~lf of Carpentaria in 
Queensla...'1d across the Barkly Tableland to Daly \Vaters in the 
northern portion of the Northern Territory. The traverse 
referred to commen~ed at Normanton and ended at the Bureau's 
pendulum station No.33 e.t Daly Wa.ters. 

During the initial period of the survey a gravity tie 
was made in order to COl1l"l8Ct the Bt:.reau' s pendulu.ID station No" 55 
at Cloncurry with a gra-..rHy statio!1 occupied dur.·ing -'uhe course 
of two earlier sur<reys s.t Norm9.l1.tC:!:l Airport. 

A shQ.t't g'.:'avity limo! was added to the wSbtern. end of 
the Normanton-Daly Wa.ters traVcI.'se in Septemter 1960. T.his 
survey included gravity stations o~served alcng the rORd from 
Daly Waters to a point about 20 miles be~Tond. Nutwood DOV·tUB 

Homestead (Lo:;:J.sdale, 1963). 

A total of 224 gravity ~tations was 8etablished on 
traverses l!'():.'e than 1100 rr.i:!.es long, thus giving an average 
station Rep8.ratiol1 of ahout five miles. 

All of the topographic surv·eying and lev8] Hng 
required ill the f:i.xaticn of gravity' station location~ and in the 
determination of otation altitt'.des wo.s don9 by the Department of 
the Interior, Canbs:;:·:ca. This Depe,l.'tment Hlso prepared the four·· 
mile surface con"t:r·()j ma.ps np.(~essar'y" for the origina.l plotting of 
the sta.tions. 

Orig:tna.J.J.y it v. as pla...'1ned to nO!l1mer,ce thei 959 3u.rvey 
in Burketown (Q;ueen81and) and to rollow "Crc.:.c!cs thrcugb. Doomadgee 
Mission, Calvert Hills, Borroloola, and 0.'1'. Doyms to :fewcastle 
Waters and then proceed to Wyndham after tying to the Daly Waters 
pendulum station and looping back to O.T. Downs. 

The su:::-vey W9.S sta.l.tbd. ill Cloncurry in order to 
establish gravity control 'betwpen the Cloncurry pendulum station 
and Normanton Airpor·t. Many readj.ngs we:::oe repeated b8cause of 
irregular inst.~.:'U1nent perfcI.'mance.. Th8i>e fac'cors dela;Yci the 
1959 survp.y~ which had to be termil18.-r.ed at Daly Waters.owing to 
raRidly det8riorating weather. Consequsntly the shOTt traverse 
mentioned a1.Jo7e to run ec..st-nortl.l.-casterly fro=n Daly Waters was 
comrleted. during tbe 1960 see.sen H~d.(>r the s'.lperv-ision of the 
Bureau I s Resident Geologist stP,t:i..011811. at D",rwin. 

Dp.te.:i.leci information conceI.'lliL!g the staff members 
participating in the field w.)rk; the time-table cf the (;llrv~3r, and 
the eqltipmE:.'l1t use1 iT! tile field :~s 1 is'~ed in t,hr,~e c: .. pper:.Jic;es at 
the end of th:is Record. 

Durins the 1959 survey roO-ds in the are.:: .1.~I.'a.versed 

were in fair to good condi'~;ion, except :for a S8c:t:i.on bctweea 
Normanton and Burketown, which was found. ·~·o be vel"'Y rough in pla.ces. 

Petrol and emerge:rlCY supplie3 could bp. obtainp,l fTom 
Alice Springs, NT by mail planes operated by Conn61lan Airways LtJ. 
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Radio contact was maintained throughout the survey 
with Royal Flying Doctor bases at Cloncurry and Darwin. Darwin 
was contacted after thA survey party moved into the area west 
of Borroloola • 

As a I'esuJ.t of geomorphological studies cond.ucted in 
connexion with th9 Bureau's recAnt geological inves"';:;.;?;ations in 
the area traversed, the following main phyl:;iogl'aphic features 
have been described: 

(a) Coast~1 plains 

These plains occur as a broad fringe along the Gulf of 
CaJ:':P.entaria, being formed by low-lying remnau-ts of .'3.;J. 

early Tertiary 1 and surface. The plaino ru:e studded 
with scattered l:.ills. 

(b) Dis,'3ected~ableJ:and and Gulf fall area 

As a physiographic unit the belt of the dissected 
tableland. 2nd Gulf fa.ll extends westerly f:;:oom the coa3'~al 
plains referred to above. In this belt the original 
laterite cover has been widely removed by abrasion and 
erosion, so thllt Uprer Proterozoic rocks ~re now expos~d 
over a wide a.:-ea. Mesas composed 01' C:r:'etaceous sediments 

• inclicate the altitude of the previous land suri'9.ce. 

(c) Barkly Tableland 

This plateau-like region of ahout 800-ft altitude above 
sea level is essentilllly composed of Mesozoic (Cretaceous) 
and Lower Palaeozoic sediments. These sediments are 
capped with duricrust and laterite which have been formed 
on the surface during eady Tertiary time. The eastern 
ec.g8 of the Barkly Tableland. is marked by a distinct 
scarp about 0' 00 ft high. 

Th:ios region is also referred to j.n early literature a.l:'; 
the I Darkly Basin'. Physiographic.;al:!..y thi.s basin is 
InC':bly a broad valley that is drained by the Georc;.1. roB 

River f .. nd its tributaries. It is :c:p..:.i.nly lim2stol1.8 
conntry covered with alluvial soil in association with 
sandy river becl.s in the lower port.:Lons, and wHh lE,.terite 
occurring along the margins of th8 "...iasin area .• 

Drainagg, 

The watershed di vicli.ng the inland from the seaward 
drainage cuts across the area surveyed f:-:om south-east to T'.orth
west. 
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By far the greatest portion of the area is a basin of 
inland drainage via the Georgina River and its tributaries ,.1io Lake 
Eyre. In the north.·west the Daly River drains a portion of the 
area south-west of Daly Waters into the Timor Sea. Most of the 
annual rainfall flows into the Gulf of Carpentaria through the 
McArthur, Robinson, Calvert, Nicholson, Gregory, and Leichhardt 
Rivers. 

As the rainfall is seasonal the problem of water supply 
in the area as a whole is overabundance of water during a relative 
short period from November to 1~rch and insufficient supply for 
the remaining months. The average ~tnual rainfall ranges from 
39 inches at N0:~~~ton to less than 20 inches near Beetaloo. 
The annual total near Daly Haters ranges from 26 to 21 inches. 

3. TOPJG~ AND GEOLOGY 

The main geological structure of the region traver8cd 
includes three major basins, viz. the Carpentaria, McA~thur, and 
Georgina Basins. 

In addition gravity data and geology indicate the 
existence of several minor basins, two of which have been given 
names, viz. South Nicholson and Undilla Easins. The approximate 
location of these Basins is indicated in Plate 1. 

The geology of the area west and south-west of the Gulf 
of Carpentaria has become better known ~uring the past few years 
because of ground traverses made by the Bll.re9.1:' s geologists as 
part of the survey of the Carpentaria Gulf and Barkly Tableland 
region. 

The followLug notes on topography and geology have 
been prepared e8sentially by the Geological Branch of the Bureau. 
Minor alterations have been added in order to allow for recent 
findings and for the results obtained by drilling a number of stratigraphic 
bores, mainly in tl.e search for oil. 

l'EJ.jor topo~aphi::: features are illustrated in the cross
section shown in Plate 6. From N0rmantvn to station No.L31 the 
survey passes over coastal plains which a:ce at 20 to 300-ft elevation 
above sea level. Between stations No.L31 and L34 there is un 
increase in el9vation to 100 ft above sea level. The elevation 
decreases as the coastal plains east of and around Borrcloola a:;:,\:~ 
approached. 

Partly because of the valley of the McArthur River, 
low country was traverserl south of Borroloola as far as station 
No.L80. West of this the surface gra0ualJy rises to station 
No. L100, on the ea.stern side of the Barkly TaLnll2ld which is 600 
to aoo ft above sea level and extends from station No,L100 westwards to 
Newcastle ~7aterE. 
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Geology 

The regicnal geology of the area is shown in Plate 1; 
more-detailed geological boundaries are illustrated in Plate 3. 
The stratigraphic sequence of geological formations is listed in 
Table 1. 

ExplanG.tory Notes have been issued by the Bureau for 
the following 1 :250,000 map areas. * 

vV,;,i;STMOREI,J\.ND (Carter, 1959a) 

DOBBYN,\ (Carter, 1959b) 

MOUNT ISA . (Opik, Carter, & Noakes, 1959) 

LAWN HILI. (Carter & Opik, 1961 ) 

Bureau Records have been issued on the following ~ ::250,000 
map areas: 

MOUNT YOUNG (Plumb & Paine, 1962) 

CALVERT HILLS (Firman, 1959) 

MOUNT DRUMMOND (Smith & Roberts, 1960) 

HOD GSON DOWNS (Dunn, 1962) 

BAUHINIA DOWNS (Smith, 1962) 

ROBINSC'N RIV.e;R (y&tes, 'j962) 

TANUMBIRINI (Paine, 1962) 

RANKEN (Randal & Brown, 1962a) 

AVON DOWNS (Randal & Brown, 1962b) 

Lower and Upper Proterozoic rocks crop out in the area 
traversed by the gravity survey. These beds are overlain by 
relatively thin, discontinuous Cambrian sediments and volcanics, 
and also by M€sozoic and Tertiary sediments (Lloyd, 1963). From 
the area south of Newcastle 'Waters, Lowe:!.· Proterozoic rocks extend 
to the western-most end of the gravity tray-erse near station No. 
L128. 

Low-grade metamorphosed seciiments, volcanicf.:, aYld 
intrusives (UUl.'Phy Metamorphics) of Low8r Proterozoic age occur 
in the north,.,·rest portion of MOUNT DRillIllVIOlIi']). 

Unmetamorphosed sediments and volcanics of Lower 
Proterozoic age crop out on the southel.~ wing of the South 
NicJ::.olson Basin, which occurs as a smaller basin feature east
north-east across MOUNT DRUMMOND into the area of LA\VN HILL. 
On LAWN HILL a SI!'l8.ll outcrop of granite, the Weberra Granite, 
is known • 

* Locality references in capital letters (e.g. CALVERT 
HILLS) refer, in this Record, to the names of the Australia 
1 : 250,000 map area.s. lJ.'he bounda:t'ies of these areas are super
imposed as a grid in Plates 1, 2, 3, and 5. 
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TABLE 1 

STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE, McARTHUR .AN]) GEORGINA BASIN AREAS 

Quaternary 

Tertiary 

Mesozoic 

Palaeozoic 
(Cambrian) 

Upper 
Proterozoic 

Lower 
Proterozoic 

Igneous 
Rocks 

Lithology 

Alluvials 

Laterite 
BrunettA Lime

stOi.le 

Sandsto!le 
Mudstone 
Conglomerate 

Formatioj,l or 
Group 

UNCONFORMITY 

(Lj,m~stone 

~sandstone 
,'Volcanics 
\ 

( 

Tindall Limestone 

Bukalara Sandstone 

Nutwood Downs 
Volcanics 

U NCO N FOR MIT Y 

(Dolomite Karns Dolomite 

~sand.stone Masterton Sandstone 

(Sandstone and Drummond Group 
(Siltstone with Roper Group 
(Volcanics Gold Creek Volcanics 

Bedding 

Horizontal 

" 

" 

Sub-horizontal 

Gentle dipping 

~ S T RON GUN CON FOR MIT Y 

~Lime!:Jtone Wollugorang Steeper folding 
(DolomHe and McArthur Group and anticlinal 
(Si1 ts~'ont:!, structure 
~ Sal~.ds t on:') 

(Acid to basic 
( lava 

~:ongIOmerate 
( 
~sandstone 

( 

~volcanics 

Peters Creek Volcanics 

Westword ru:d 
Conglome:;:'~'.te 

Tawallah 
Formation 

Cliff dale 
Volcanics 

~ U NCO N FOR MIT Y 

Unmetamorphosed Lawn Hill 
sediments and Formation , . vc· .. can~cs 

Low-grade 
metamorphosed 
sediments with 
intrusions 

Murphy 
Metamorphics 

Faul ting mainly 
along Basin 
margins 

Much folded and 
intruded 

Granite Nicholson Granite (of Upper or Lower 
Proterozoic age) 

Granite Weberra Granite 
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The Cliffdale Volcanics, now considered as Upper 
P~oterozoic, occur in an east-striking belt and are closely 
associated with the Nicholson Granite on WESTMORELAND and 
CALVERT HILLS west of stations No.L21 to L22. The age of the 
Cliffdale Volcanics and that of the Nicholson Granite h~e not 
been conclusively established. Earlier, both were considered 
as being of Lower Proterozoic age but as they do not appear to 
have been involved in the tectonic movements that deformed the 
Lower Proterozoic Lawn Hill Formation farther south, they are now 
regarded as Upper ProteJ:ozoic, The Nichvlson Granite probably 
intrudes the Cliffdale Volcanics, but they could be also co-magnetic. 
Both are basement rocks to younger Upper Proterozoic strata. 

Upper Proterozoic rocks crop out on the g~avity traverse 
from station No.L24 north-westward to station No.L59, and from 
station No.L72 westward to station No.L90. They also occur 
intermittently between stations No.L90 and L100. 

The Upper Proterozoic sequence consists of sediments 
and volcanics, being intruded by intermediate to acid dykes. The 
sediments have be~n ~p.posited in broad shallow basins. They 
overlie the Lower Proterozoic rocks with strong unconformity. 

~he oldest outcropping Upper Proteroaoic rocks, 
including Tawallah Formation, Westmoreland Conglomerate, and 
Peters Creek Volcanics, c.onsist of sandstone and conglomerate 
wi th acid to basic lava flows. Westmoreland Conglomerate and 
Peters Creek Volcanics OCGur north of the Nicholson Granite on 
vVESn.iORELAJiLD and CALVERT HILLS (Plate 3). Tawallah Formation 
crops cut on BAUHDTIA DOVINS near stations No.L82 and L83. 

This sequence is overlain by a limestone-dolomite, 
siltstone, and sandstone sequence known as McArthur G:I:'OUp on, 
BAUHINIA DO\VNS and as Wollogorang Formation on CALVERT HILLS and 
WEST1IJIORELAND • 

The ~.~cArthur Group-'iJollogorang Formation is unconformably 
overlain by the Roper Group-Drummond Group rock sequence. These 
~oups consist of siltstone and sandstone together with volcanics 
(Gold Creek Volcani<..s) which OCC'.lr on ROBINSON RIVER and CALVERT 
HILLS. These rocks ill turn are overlain by the Masterton Sandstone 
and finally by the Karns Dolomite, which is probably also of 
Proterozoic age and crops out on ROBINSON RIVER and CALVERT HILLS. 

In the area of the McArthur B9.sin a maximum thickness 
in th8 Upper Proterozoic rocks ranging from 30,000 to 35,000 ft 
occurs on BAUHINIA DmYNS, where these rocks form a structural 
ridge marked by steep faults. On BAUHINIA DOWNS and also on 
WALLHALLOW the folding trends north. 

The margins of the Upper Proterozoic basins are formed 
by ridges that are composed of Lower Proterozoic rocks. Changes 
in' lithology and thickness occur across these ridges but co~relation 
is still possible. In places Upper Proterczoic sediments show 
dire~t derivation from the ridges. 

The f>f-l.Flt-north-eas':'-,striking South Nicholson Basin 
covers a major part of MOUNT DRUMMOND 1:cr..d LAVVN HIJ:.L (P).at€: 1) and 
also the southern part of CALVERT HILLS and \VESTMOREL10T.D. 
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The western basin margin is formed by Murphy MetamorphicB 
of Lower Proterozoic age and the north margin is the Cliffdale 
Volcanics-Nicholson Granite ridge. North of this ridge, the 
dips in the beds decrease rapidly over a short distance to sub
horizontal bedding, with the exception of a few anticlinal structures 
in the Wollogorang Formation. 

Dipping angles within the Upper Proterozoi.c rocks range 
up to 50 degrees with an average of about 15 degrees. Yihere the 
rocks ha~e been affected by f8ulting, dips steepen to vertical and 
in places strata are overturned. 

FauHing is strongly developed within the Upper 
Proterozoic beds and in some places it parallels the basin margins, 
~. Emu Fault (Plate 3) •. A north-west fault dire~tion is 
prominently expressed in Mallapunyah and Calvert Faults, which 
traverse BAUHINIA DOV7NS and CALVERT HILLS respectively. 

The Proterozb±c rocks aire unconformabiy blanketed with 
a widespread sub-horizontal sandstone of Lower to Middle Cambrian 
age, the Bukalara Sand.stone. This sandstone fdftns a dissected 

. plateau over a large part of CALVERT HILLS and extends into 
ROBINSON RIVER and BAUI1INIA DO~~S. Farther east this plateau is 
formed by Upper Proterozoic rocks. The eastern edge of the 
plateau is marked by a rise in elevations between stations No. 
L31 and L34 to 700 ft above sea level. The highest altitudes 
near the centre of this plateau occur in the north-western part 
of CALVERT HILLS, where elevation exceeds 1000 ft. As a 
phySiographic unit the plateau forms the north-eastern portion of 
the Barkly Tableland. It has also been referred to as the 
Carpentaria Block (Yfuitehouse, 1954) • 

Cambrian sediments and volcanics extend from this block 
into the north-eastern part of WALLa~LLOW. 

Widespread Mesozoic sediments, consisting of sandstone, 
mudstone, and conglomerate, form most of the Barkly Tableland 
between stations No.L100 and L121 east of Beetaloo. These beds 
occur in a shallow basi.n extending south-east, west, and north-west 
of Daly Waters. Recent exarninA.iions of Cretaceous strata deposited 
in this basin area show non-marine plant-bearing sandstone and 
shale of early Cretaceous age being continuous over a large portion 
of the Northern Territory. This development is quite distinct 
from that which predominated in the inland sea of Lower Cretaceous 
time over the Great Artesian Basin of Q.ueensland (Skwarko, 1963) and 
in the area of the Carpentaria Basin. 

In the Carpentaria Basin east of Doomadgee Mission the 
presence of Mesozoic beds of Cretaceous age is indicated in a 
number of wells drilled in recent years by private compani.es in 
the search for oil. These wells are listed in Table 2, and the 
resul ts obtained from drilling in the area between Mornington Island 
and \Veipa are correlated in Plate 4. Mesozoic sediments have been 
shown to increase gradually in thickness easterly from Doomadgee 
NJis~Jion, where they are 200 ft thick (as indicated by a shall,)w 
water-bore), towards Nonnanton (Robertson ruld Moss, 1959). In 
the Karumba well, basement rocks have been intersected at 2360 ft 
after penetrating Mesozoic beds under a veneer of Tertiary strata 
129 ft thick (Plate 4). According to the seismic data the 
thickness of Mesozoic beds between Normanton and Burketown remains 
fairly constant (Robertson and Moss, 1959). 
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WELLS DRILLED IN SEARCH FOR OIL 

GEORGINA BASIN .ANI) GULF OF CARPENTlulIA AREA 

Year when Total Basement 
Name and position Company completed depth 

(ft) 
lithology 

Mornington Is19E'i 

No.1 Long. 1390 151 27" Delhi-
Lat. 160 32' 44t1 Santos 1961 2764 Granite 

(Terpstra & Evans, 1962) 

No.2 Long. 139:0 31' 1111 Delhi...; 
Lat. 160 29' 13" Santos 3000 " 

(Harrison, Greer, & 
Gibson, 1961 ) 

VveiEa 

Long. 141 0 55' 5" Zinc Metamorphosed 
Lat. 120 43' 0" Corp. 1957 3243 basement rock 

(n.M.R., 1960b) 

Karumba 

Long. 1400 52' 21.9" Granitised 
Lat. 170 24' 36.611 A.A.O. 1958 2364 quartzite 

(B.M.R., 1960a) 

W~aaba 

Lon8 141 0 37' 22" Frome- Quartz 
Lat. 160 29' 30" Brohm Hill greenstone 

A.A.O., and 1957 2822 derived from 
'&fJsoc. Freney gabbro 
(B.I\r..R. , 1960b) 

Lake Nash 

Long. 1370 53' 20" Amalgam. 
Lat. 200 54' 1811 Petroleum Quartzite 

N.L. 1963 1316 (Proterozoic?) 
(Mir1es Administration, 1963a) 

More.-3tone 

Long. 1380 30' 50" Amalgam. (ending in red 
0 34' 15!' Petroleum 1963 2504 sal1dstone, Lat. 19 

N.L. basement not 
reached) 

(Mines Administration, 1963b) 

1/ 
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Mesozoic beds in the Gulf of Carpentaria area are 
Ii. thologically similar to those known from the G.reat Artesian 
Basin farther south. They include predominantly marine dark 
shales of Lower Cretaceous (Aptian and Albian) a~, which are 
contained in the Blackdovm (Roma) and Normanton ~Tambo) Formations. 
These strata are overlain by Upper Cretaceous Winton beds, which 
are non-marine on the western side of York Peninsula, becoming 
more marine westerly in the Mornington Island area • 

Marine limestone of younger T.:')J;'j;iary age has been 
descri bed from BRUNETTE Dmnm and ALROY, between Rockhampton 
Downs and Anthony Lagoon. This Brunette Limestone, as it has 
been named, is richly fossiliferous, having been der;osited in 
shallow water of marine, lagoonal, or brackish environment, 
probably during the course of a small marine transgression near 
the end of the }Jiocene period (Lloyd, 1963). 

Quaternary sands blanket the Normanton to Burketown 
area and recent alluvial deposits are widespread in the riv8r 
valleys and along the fringes of the Gulf of Carpentaria. 

The composition of the basement below the sediments 
in the area of the Carpentaria Basin is prob2_bly complex. 
Drilling data listed in Table 2 show basement lithology of 
considerable di versi ty at various bore locations, ~.&. granite, 
granitised quartzite, metamorphic rock, and greensto~e derived 
from gabbro. Intmsions in the ba.semen·:; ranging from acidic to 
basic rock types probably cause lateral density changes of 
:::onsiderable magnihl.de. 

4. PREVIOUS SURVEYS 

In the area north and east of Burketown the first 
geophysical work was an aeromp,gnetic' survey floV'm in 1955 by 
Adastra Hunting Geophysics Limited over Frome-Broken Hill Company's 
penai t area. The purpose of this survey was to provide general 
geological and stn:..Gtural information. 

Following this aeroma.gnetic survey, gravity investigations 
were made by Frome-Broken Hill Pty Ltd and Wines Ad!ninistration Pty 
Ltd and by tile Bureau of Mine:cal Resources. During 1958 the 
Bureau conducted an underwater gravity-meter survey on the waters 
of the Gulf of Carpentaria, in which stations were read ~t roughly 
20-mile intervals (Williams and Waterlander, 1958). 

In '..;he second half of 1958 the Bi.lreau 9_1so made a 
seismic survey over certain prominent gravi'ty 'high' anomalies 
indicated by these earlier surveys. It was hoped that at least 
the major gravity anomaly features, which occur east of the Gulf 
of Carpentaria, would be related to the presence of structures 
associated with sedimentssuitable for oil accumulation. However, 
sei ~mic results and sLlbse~luent drilling showed that the gravity 
anomalies referred to were mainly caused by lateral density 
variations due to complex lithology of the basement (Robertson and 
Moss, 1959), as confirmed by drilling (Table 2). 
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From the 15th May to the '20th June 1959 the Bureau 
of Mineral Resources made a regional gravity survey using a 
commercial airline (Radeski, 1962). Isolated gravity stations 
were observed at 20 ,homestead airstrips throughout the area 
discussed in this Record. 

During 1951 staff from Sydney University made gravity 
observations at 10-mile intervals along the Barkly Highway, 
traversing the central part of the Georgina Basin from Cloncurry 
via Mount Isa and Camooweal to Tennant Creek (Marshall and Narain, 
1954). Paulin altimeters were used for determining station 
elevations and a Worden gravity meter for gravity readings. 

vYhere applicable the results of the Bureau's 1959 
regional survey and the gravity data available from various 
private companies and Sydney University have been integrated into 
the gravity anomaly contour plan shown in Plate 2. 

Gravity variations, mainly in the form of symmetrical 
Bouguer anomalies of positive sign, have been described as the 
principal results of the 1951 survey by MarShall and Narain (£!2.. 
£i t. ) • In analysing the results of the survey, they concluded 
that no irrmlediate explanation for the gravity anomalies measured 
can be obtained from the geology revealed by rock outcrops. 
Flat-lyfng or sub-horizontal beds of Lower Palaeozoic age occur 
over the whole extent of the area traversed during1951. 
Consequently, the distinct gravity anomalies observed between 
Camooweal and r~Pennant Cre~k were related by Marsha}l & Narain 
(.c2.12.. cit.) to probable folding in Lower and Middle Proterozoic 
beds, which it is s~ggested are overlain unconformably by the 
Upper Proterozoic and Cambrian sediments in the Georgina Basin • 

5. OBJECTHTES OF THE SURVEY 

From a consideration of the facts dealt with in 
Sections 3 and 4 the followiHg main objectives of the 1959/60 survey 
can be stated: 

(a) To supplement the regional gravity anomaly picture 
available in the northern portion of Australia by 
traversing a region in which little geophysical 
work had been done. 

(b) To assist the geological survey over the area. by 
prov::.ding basic gravity data of some value in the 
assessment of niajor structure and in the ev~luation 
of basin-type areas delineated as a result of the 
geological investigations, 

(c) To establish gravity data in the area immediately 
south of the Gulf of Carpentf'.ria which would throw 
some light on a possible extension of highly folded 
and intruded Precambrian rocks contained in the 
Cloncurry Fold Belt far~her south; these Precambrian 
rocks are known from earlier surveys (Gibb, in 
preparation) to be ass~ciated with very pronounced 
and unusual ~£avity anomaly features. 
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(d) To make a gravity tie from the Bureau's pendulum 
station No.55 at Cloncurry to Norm~ton ~irport 
for the purpose of re-examining the acouracy of 
two observed gravity values obtained as a result 
of two previous surveys. There was a discrepancy 
of 0.5 mgalin the readings taken at the lbrmanton 
Airport gravity ste,tion by L. 'Williams in 1958 
and by Radeski (1962). 

6. FIELD PROCEDURE AND REDUCTIONS 

Gravity readings taken along the Normanton to Daly 
Waters traverse wer9 tied to the Bureau's pendulum stations No. 
55, Cloncurry (978,650.7 mgal) and No.3l Daly Waters (978, 
388.6 mgal) which had been observed during 1950-51 (Dooley 
et 8,1., 15'61). In the meanwhile the pendulum station values 
have been adjusted; revised data have been established (Dooley, 
in press). The adjusted values are as follows: Cloncurry 
pend.ulum station (978,651.4 mgal), DalY Waters pendulum station 
(978,3GC.5 mgal). Thus a s~all correction should be made to 
the values given in this Record; however, this is not enough 
to affect the conclusions. 

The Norro~ton Airport gravity station was tied to the 
Cloncurry I)endulum station 'rjd' observing 20 intermediate stations, 
from five to 17 ~iles apart, along the road between Cloncurr,y and 
Normanton. These stations were temporarily marked, but not 
levelled. Station descriptions are available for futare use. 

Stations on the traverse between Normanton and 
Burketown have been levelled but not ~ermanently marked. These 
stations were identified in the field by using station descriptions 
and air photographs. Station elevations were measured by 
conventional spirit levelliilS, and are referred to mean sea level. 

Along the major portion of the traverses extending from 
Burke'CI)Y.'l1 to Daly Wat.ers all gravity stations were'"' permanently 
marked and station heights were determined by conventional levelling 
by the Commonwealth Department of the Interior. 

A Heiland gravity meter No.58 was used during the 
course of the 1959 survey. The thermostat temperature was 
constantly set Qt 47.2oC, corresponding to approximately 117°F. 
Batteri€",j required for heating the instrument were charged daily 
with the aid of a generator driven by the truck engine. 

Not~~fuatanding the temperature control, the performance 
of the meter in the field VIas not entirely satisfactory owing to 
its irregular drift. rr'har.e appeared to be a relation between 
the ~ate of drift and -vrariations in the outside air tempera'i;ure, 
and it was obvious that the drift-rate of tr~e meter was more 

,regular for outside temperatu.res below 1000F. 

In order to avoid perivc.s of extreme heat, readings were 
taken during the early morning hours when possible. The time 
interval between two repeat readings taken at any particular station 
was: normally within one hour. 
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Inside the vehicle the gravity meter was mounted in a 
shock-absorbing cradle to avoid mechanical jolting of the 
instrument when traversing rough sections of the road, difficult 
creek crossings, etc. However, tlus did not prevent occasion81 
'jumps' in the readings. During the course of the survey there 
were about 10 variations or 'jumps' in the readings, ranging 
from two to three Scale divisions and leading to increased as well 
as decreased reading r9sults~ In ~ddition one maximUm 'jump' 
of about six scale divisions occurred. 

In order to minimise the unpredictable element from 
the time-drift behaviour of the gravity meter (see Appendix B for 
detail), each station of the gravity traverse was read three tJ;:ues, 
using the 'two-up-one-back' method as reading procedure. This 
method includes readings to be taken in the following order of 
stations numbers: 

One-two; One-two-three; two-three-four; three-four-five'i etc • 

. ,~.. ~ 

Rei:uctions 

For each station the meter readings were corrected for 
instrument drift and irregular 'jumps' by plotting a drift curve 
based on the results of the repeated readings (see above). 

The drift·.correded readings were then converted to 
milligals by using an instrument calibration factor of 0.1104 mgal/ 
scale division. This calibration factor was determined prior 
to the field survay by calibrating the meter between ~avity 
stations at Brenock Park and Kallist~ near Melbourne (Victoria). 

The converted readings were then adjustec, to the 
previo-..ls work conducted in Queensland ruld to the Cloncurry and 
Daly Waters pendulum stations 1 referred to above. Misclosures 
were B.d.justed to give the -final obsE''L'Ved gTavity value of each 
gravity-meter station. Co:r::'rections for latitude and station 
altitude above mean sea level were then applied to obtain the 
Bouguer anomaly value of ea0h station. 

Bouguer anomaly values were first computed using a 
crustal denSity of 2.67 g/cm3• For the purpose of this Record, 
Boug'lJer anomaly values W0re also computed using densities of 2.2 
g/ cm3 and 1.9 g/ cm3 . The variations in the gravity anoma.ly 
~urve that result from tlle ac'l.optioll of different densities are 
shown graphically in Plate 6. On the low-lying areas these 
variations are almost negligible, but on areas of high topog:::;e.phy 
the gra.vity reQuctions with higher densities lead to considerably 
lower Bouguer anomaly values. 

In the section of relatively steep topographic rise 
between stations No.L31 and L34 the Bouguer v~lues have been also 
computed using a density ~s high as 3.45 g/cmj

• This method was 
used to examine further the possible gravity effect of extremely 
de:r:se rocks of basic-type volcanics, which frequ6l1tly occur near 
the surface in the area of the Barkly Tableland (Carpentari.a. 
Block). 

The final results of the gravity work ha.ve been presented 
in the form of gravity contours in Plates 2 and 5. 
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A cross-section of the traverse extending from Normanton 
(Karumba Well).into the ~~a of Newcastle w~ters~as been added 
(see Plate 6) ~n:brder to ~llustrate the correlat~on between 
gravity, topography, and geology. 

BougUer anomalyvalu~s used in the contouring in 
Plates 2 and 5 are those dbtaihed by adopting a i'ock density of 
1. 9 g/cm3• To show a posRible rela.tion between the Normanton
to-Daly-Waters gravity data with those of a wider area, the 
scattered gravity results obtained from various field surveys 
have been integrated into a regional gravity anomaly contour plan 
(Plate 2). 

Owing to the paucity of gravity stations over most of 
the area, contouring was attempted only in a broad manner with the 
intention to show possible trends in the anomalies and major features 
of more-regional extension. Therefore, it should be clearly 
understood that the gravity anomaly pattern shown in Plates 2 and 
5 is provisional and that it could be considerably altered as more 
information based on denser station coverage becomes available. 
However, it is felt that even at this stage the attempt to 
recognise prominent trends and major clnsed anomaly features was 
justified. 

7. DESCRIPTION OF RESUL'l'S 

The results of the gravity work show a general 
decrease in Bouguer anomaly values westwards along the traverse 
betW€c;ll Normanton and Newcastle Waters, with cl:'stinct gravity 
'lows' sU],ierimposed in the sections. of the profiles bE!tween 
Nicholson and Robinson Rivers and also near O.T. Downs and 
Beetaloo (see Plate 6). The decrease westerly in the reduced 
gravity values is ey.~ressed as a regi~nal gravity gradient of 
approximately 0.1 rogal/mile. 

From the correlation of gravity and topography shown 
in Plate 6, it is apl)a1:'ent that in a general w~ the topographically 
high areas of the Barkly Tableland have lower Bouguer anomalies 
than the low-lying region of the coas~al plains. 

The highest gravity anomalies are near station No. 
GS 21, near the eastern end of the traverse in the area immediately 
south-east of Burketown. Station No. GS 21 has a Bouguer anomaly 
value of +41.3 mgal when reduced with 1.9 g/cm3 density, and of 
+40.8 mgal. when reduced with 2.67 g/cm3 density. 

The plan of the integrated gTavity contours (Plate 2) 
shows a closed gravity anomaly of east-north-easterly strike 
direction in the area south of Burketown, the amount of the closure 
being about 20 mgal. For convenience this anomaly is referred to 
as the 'Burketown High' • 

Plate 2 also shows that the 'Burketown High' forms a 
portion of a much wider area of relatively high gravity anomaly 
that follows broadly the fringes of the Gulf of Carpentaria, and 
also includes the somewhat irregular anomalies measured by Frome
Broken Hill at stations on isle..nds in the Gulf area, ~. Mornington 
Island, Bentinck Island. North-east of t!1.e'Burketown High' a. 
group of gravity '~igh' anomalies was located by earlier surveys on 
the eastern coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
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Farther south of the 'Burketown High', regional gravity 
stations established on DONORS HILL and DOBBYN include Wondoola 
(+8.7 mgs.l), Lorraine (+13.8 mgal) , and Kamileroi (+29.1 mgal). 
These relatively high values form a gravity ridge of mainly north
north-east strike, which falls in line with the group of distinct 
gravity anomaly features measured in the area of the Cloncurry 
Fold Belt (Gibb, in preparation). 

A broad gravity depression was traversed during the 
course of the 1959 survey in the area extending west from 
Westmoreland Homestead to Robinson River. This a.'1omaly is 
terminated in the west by a sharp rise in gravity on the banks 
of the Robinson River. 

The plan of the integrated grav1.T,y values (Plate 2) 
shows a possible southerly extension of low gravity values into 
the are!). of the South Nicholson Basin, where comparatively low 
readin~s were obtained by Radeski (1962) ~~. ~hose at Creswell 
Downs (-25.9 mgal), Brunette Downs (-23.1 mgal), and Alexandria 
(-46.1 mgal). 

In the area. between the Ro b:i.nson and McArthur Rivers 
a major gravity 'high' extends roughly from station No.L59 (+11.5 
mgal) westwards to station No. 177 (+9.5 mgal). This anomaly of 
mainly north-east strike direction might also be closed, although 
it is no"(; possible at this stage to determine the total amount of 
the closure. The stations es t;ablished dll:r.ing the course of the 
1959 survey are mainly marginal to this anomaly. ~he comparatively 
higll reading by Radeski during the course of the 1959 regional 
gravity survey at ~"1allapU!ljrEh (+11.9 mgal) might be indicative of 
a south-westerly extension of the anomaly between the Robinson and 
McArth1lr Rivers. The feature might even extend fa.rther south-
west into the area near 1va Downs, where a Bou.guer anO;";1aly of +7·.4 
mgal has been measured. 

\Vestwards from McArthur River a sharp gravity 'low' 
located at stations No.L84 (-13.0 mg-al) and L85 (-12.6 mgal) is 
terminated further V;f::st by a gravity' high' of comparable sharp 
vaI·i,:l:i:ion, which was observed. at stations No.L88 (+2.9 mgal) and 
L89 (+2.9 mgal). 

Near the western encl. of the gravity traverse and east
north-east of Newcastle \·fatp.rs tV'lO gravity 'loVis' have been 
measured, a smaller one centred at O.~ Downs and a larger one at 
Bee-caloo respectively. 

These low anomalies are separated by a gravity 'high' 
of comparable m~gnitude that might extend from the main gravity 
travp.rse north-westwards into the area a.round Nutwood Downs. 

8. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

BaSically, gravity Bouguer anomalies are crolsed by 
density contre.sts between various geological formations, for 
example, geological basins containing sedimentary rocks bounded 
by elevated complexes of older and denser rocks. 
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In highly folded, faulted, and intruded areas such as 
the Amadeus Basin (Langron, 1962; Lonsdale and Flavelle, 1963) it 
is virtually impossible to explain the gravity anomalies solely in 
terms of sedimentary basins or troughs. A major part of the 
gravity variations must be attributed to density variations within 
the Precambrian basement. Similarly, over the foldbelt exposed 
east of about longitude 139°E in the southern part of the area 
shown in Flate 1, intensive gravity variations have been obs8rved 
(Plate 2). These ~~omalias have a pronounced northerly trend. 

West of this, the anomalies are less-intense and 
broader and have no pronounced trend. The flat-lying Cambrian 
sediments indic~te that this area has remained st~ble at least 
since the early Palaeozoic; the different pattern of the gravity 
anomalies suggests that it was tectonically less-active even i~ 
Proterozoic times, and that it forms a different geological province 
from ~i:be fold-belt. 

Although the gravity data are much sparser north of 
latitude 21 0 S it is postUlated that this division into two distinct 
geologic8.1 provinces persists northwards to the traverse under 
discussion. Accordingly, the gravity anomalies west of about 
station No. L26 have been interpreted as due mainly to thickness of 
the Cambrian sediments. This interpretati.on is tentative, but 
seems the most-reasonable one to adopt at this stage. However, 
it shoull be realised that almost certainly some gravity variation 
arises from density contrasts within the basement. In particular, 
the regional decrease westwards probably has a deer-seated origin 
associated with isostatic compensation. 

The initial approach to pr'Jblems relating to the 
geological expJanation of Bou.g'L'.er anomaly features is normally 
attemptecl by way of correlating gravity contour trends, prominent 
gravity gradients, and major closed-anomaly features with observed 
geological data. 

As a gen8r8~ rl.l::'A, seuimentary !'ocks are less dense 
than igneous and metamorphic rocks of more compact texture. 
Sediments of youn.ger geological age are frequently more porous and 
less dense than oldE::r str8.ta, which after deposition have become 
denser by compaction and chemical infiltration, causing~. 
silicification. 

In the surveyed area, rock densities have been: 
dAtC?I'!J1ined of d. limited nWucel: of surface specimens collected in 
the vici~i ty of Nutwood Downs (Lonsdale, 1963). More density 
data would be desirable in order to evaluate better the gravity 
results available at this stag-e; the density values listed in 
Table 3 ~ght not be entirely typical for the whole extent of 
formation outcrops, and surface specimens frequently do not give 
a representative value for the density at depth. In 'l'ab.le 3 tl1e 
results of density d(:;l~erminations are listed in the order of 
inc~e~8ing values. 

Density data listed show that geologically young 
sandstones are relatively low in density and become gradually denser 
wi th increasing age, ~. 

Sandstone 

Cretaceous 

Lower Cambrian Bukalara 

Upper Proterozoic 

Density (g/cm3 ) 

1.75 
2.23 

2·50 
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TABLE 3 

ROCK DENSITIES, rm'rWOOD DOWNS AREA 

;Rock t~{~ BMR sEGcimen Age Densit
J No. ( g/oiil3 

Sandstone 6005 Cretaceous 1. 75 
(very porous) 

Bukalara Sandstone 6027 Lower Cambrian 2.23 

Sandstone 6011 Upper Proterozoic 2.50 

Siltstone 6024 " " 2.51 

Shale 6025 " " 2.56 

Tindall L::'mestone 6004 Middle Cambrian 2.72 

Nutwood Downs Basalt 6003 Lower Cambrian 2·98 

NOTE: 

Specimens used for density determinations were on loan 
from the Geological Branch of the Bureau of Mineral Resources. They 
were collected by geologists from outcrops in the vicinity of Nutwood 
Downs Station ~ld submitted to Footscray Laboratory for density 
determinat,ion by Lonsdale (196j). 

Limestone formations are generally known to be denser 
than sandstone. Accordingly the density of Middle Cambrian Tindall 
Limestone was found to be 2072 g/cm3• 

Highest density values for rocks occurring in the area 
traversed can be exrectec from basic and ultra-basic volcanics. 
As an examp13, the denSity of Nutwood Downs Basalt was determined 
as 2.98 glom. 

No density data are available from the rocks that compose 
the basement co~plex. From experience it is known that metamorphic 
rocks affected by basic intrusions are denser than the various types 
of sediments. Consequently, densities of Lower Proterozoic 
metamorphics in the area investigated can be estimated to range from 
2.75 to 2.85 g/cm3• 

For the purpOEe of geological interpretatioll of gravity 
anomalies over basin-type areas of the region traversed, a density 
contrast between sediments 8.T'.d the underlying basement within the 
range from 0.25 to 0.3 g/om3 has been adopted. The results of the 
analysis are sho~n in Plate 6. 
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While basement rocks can be considered. generally to be 
denser than overlying sediments; major granitic intrusions would 
tend to decrease gravity readingS. This could be suggested from 
the area of the Nicholson Granite, which might protrude deep into 
the SUb-basement as an intrusive body of 2.65 g/cm3 density. 

Interpretation in detail 

From a consid.e:ration of the known geological data and 
the descriptions of gravity results dealt with in Sections 3 and 7, 
the gravity ~lomaly picture obtained from the 1959-60 and earlier 
surveys in the area has been interpreted as follows : 

(a) High anoI.!!§JY. in the ea~tern portion of the surveyed area., 
including the 'Bllrk.et~~~'. 'l'he high gravity anomaly 
features in the eastern portion of the 1959-60 survey 
between Normanton and Westmoreland Homestead occur in an 
area of outcropping Cainozoic and Mesozoic beds, which are 
horizontally deposited and, for that reason, do not offer 
any explanation for the anomalies. However, immediately 
sOl~th of latitude f 8 regrees south, 2:.:.£:.. in the region 
south of Doomadg'ee :Mission, a large ~omplex of Preca!'lbrian 
rocks has been desoribed (Carter and Brooks, 1960). The 
oldest Precambr:i.an ~'ocks in the are"" form a zone of uplift 
wIrich lies a little west of longitude 140 de~ees east and 
follows a submeridional strike direction near the middle 
portion of tile Cloncurl."Y Fold Belt 0 This belt occurs 
between longitude 139 degrees and 142 degrees, being 
composed of metamorphosed lavas, gneiSS, schibt, and 
migma,ti te, associated with numerous intrusions of metadoleri te, 
amphibolites, and major masses of granite. This is a fold 
bel t an<: from the ver:J nature of the lithology prevailing 
h€:::'e) it has been concluded (Gibb, in preparatiorV tho,t a 
wid.e ral1ge of rock densities must exist within the Precambrian 
rock complex in this pa~·tict:lc-:r area. 

Positive gravity variH.tions of considerable magnitude can 
be expected from the dEmser metamorphic and basic igneous 
rooks, whereas more-negative anomalies would be caused by 
€"c:i.dic granite protrud.ing deep into the lighter basement or 
sub-bas~ment. In fact, the results of various gravity 
surveys conducted over western Queensland during recent years 
disclosed distinct ~avj.t~r anomalies of positive and negative 
sign following snbmeridioi.lal t rends and extending from the 
area between MoUl'.t If;a and Cloncurry southerly into the 
area near ls.titude 24 degrees, whero Precambrian rocks 
en+.irely disa:ppear beneath a blanket of Mesozoic strata, 
mainly deposited in the G::eu.t Artesian Basin of Queensland. 

As the high anomalies in th9 arE'~ wes twards from Normant.::m 
a.ppear to 'be connec. ted by a gravity ridge extending south 
to the snomalies of the Cloncurry area, the most-raasonable 
explanation would r.'? to exp8ct a corresponding extension 
under Hasozoic cover beels of the Precambrian rock complex. 
Hovfev8r, the fa::.;t thai; the I Burketown High I elongates 
east-no:cth-east might indicate a sor..lewhat different 
develop:r:ent in the pj~ecambrian rocks, which might follow the 
fringes of the Carpentaria Gulf. 
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(b) Gravity 'low' between Westmoreland and Robinson River. In 
the area south of Westmoreland Homestead the relatively low 
readings obtained on stations No.L21 to L26 probably indicate 
an easterly extension of the Nicholson Granite, which crops 
out about 20 miles west of station No. L21. Low readings 
observed on the section of the gravity traverse e:x;tending 
westwards from station No.L27 to L56 are probably caused by 
a thickening at depth of the Upper Proterozoic rocks that 
occur in this portion of the McArthur Basin. 

Assuming a density contrast of 0.25 g/cm3 between the 
sGdiments and the basement rocks a thickness of about 
12,000 ft of sediment~ could be expected in this particular 
area. Naturally this figure must be considered highly 
conjectura.l because of the scant gravity data available 
at this stage. 

An attempt was made to apply the method of Nettleton (1940)· 
for density determination over the rise in topography between 
station No.L31 and L34 with altitudes of 186 ft and 629 ft 
respectively. These. gravity observations were taken across 
a fault that occurs west of Wollogorang and brings Gold 
Creek Volcanics and Peters Creek Volcanics nearer to the 
surface in the area west of the fault (see Plate 6). 
The Bouguer values plotted with tids particular part of 
the anomaly curve were reduced b3" applying density values 
of 1.9, 2.2, 2.67, and 3.45 g/cm. This form of analysis 
assists in distinguishing under favourable circumstances 
between gravity anomalies caused by subsurface density 
variations and those produced by topographic features. 
It is also used to determine the density of rocks that 
compose the topographic feature. As can be seen in Plate 
6, the bul.?;e in the anomaly curve between stations No. L31 
end L34 decreases withligher densities applied in reducing 
the gravity data. Finally a straigh~ line downwards 
a.1?pears when the density of 3.45 glcm is used. The 
gravity stations involved are far apart and not ideally 
placed for a density traverse, but the results suggest 
that relatively dense rouk types can be expected to occur 
near the suxface in the area immediately west of the fault 
mentioJ.led. This finding agrees with the geological 
situation where basic volcanic rocks compose a plateau-like 
feature west of the fault. 

The rise in the gravity readings along the western bank 
of the Robinson River can be interpreted as a major fault. 

(c) Q~Yi ty 'high' petwec~n Rq binSon and l\~cArthur Rivers. In 
~he exea between station No.L59 west of Robinson Riv1.3r ar!d 
Rtation No. J.J77 on the wGstern -:lank of the McArthur River 
relatively high grevity readings have been obtained in an 
area t.hat forms a portion of the coastal plains and lies 
in the n0.rth-weste:"11 portion of ROBINSON RIVER and in the 
north-eastern portion of BAUHI1~A DOVijfS. Surface beds are 
mainly Cainozoj c depos:i.tions underlain by Ca.mbrian Bukalara 
Sandstone, which L1. turn may be underlain by Upper Proterozoic 
strata. High gravity readtngs suggest the existence of 
relatively shallow Lower Proterozoic basement, overlain by 
upper Proterozoic sediments probably not more than 4000 ft 
thick (see Plate 6). AccoT.'ding to g:Lavi ty (le.ta the suggested 
ridge in the Lower Prote:.-ozoic beds might extelld southerly or 
south-westerly into the area near Eva Downs. 
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(d) Gravity variat~ons west of McArthur River. Upper Proterozoic 
rocks in the area immediately west of McArthur River were 
extensively deformed and uplifted before Cambrian times. 
Structurally these beds, which include the Roper Group, 
McArthur Group, and Tawalla Formation, form a ridge marked 
along the edges by steep faults such as Emu and Mallapunyah 
Faul ts. 

This ridge in itself is known to be faulted. One possible 
interpretation of the gravity data is to postulate a 
granitic intrusion at depth in the area around stations No. 
L84 a,ltd L85, where the relatively-low Bouguer anomaly values 
of -12.6 and -13.0 mgal have been measured. 

In the western-most portion of the 1959 travcr2e, i.e. in 
the area extending west of the Mallapunyah Fault to the 
Stuart Highway, surface depositions include alluvials and 
horizontally-bedded Mesozoic strata. 

In the Nutwood Downs area Lower Cretaceous sandstone, siltstone, 
and conglomerate are underlain by Middle Cambrip',T\. Tindall 
Limestone and Lower Cambrian Nutwood Downs Volcc::nics 
together vlith Bl.lkalara Sandstone. These Palaeozoic beds, 
having been weakly folded and faulted, compose an almost
undeformed veneer overlying more-intensely-folded U1?per 
Proterozoic rocks (Paine, 1962). Accordingly, the low 
gravity anomalies described earlier, from the area near 
O.T. Downs and Beetaloo respectivel~ are interpreted as 
most-probably caused by a thickening in the folded Upper 
Proterozoic beds. Assuming a density contrast between 
the sediments and the basement of 0.3 g/cm3 , tv.e depth to 
the basement mi@lt be about 1000 ft near Beetaloo, and 
might reach about 4000 ft near O.T. Downs (Plete 6). 

Gravity results obtained along the 1960 traverse east and 
north-east of Daly Waters and near Nutwood Downs have been 
discussed by Lonsdale (1963), who concludes that local 
anomaly features can be reasonably explained as being 
caused either by gravel beds on the surface or by variation 
in the thickness of the Nutwood Downs Volcanics. The 
relatively high readings obt?ined between stations No.L104 
and L110 might indicate a shallo",v ridge composed of high
densi t;y Lower Proterozoic rocks. rrhis ridge might extend 
llo:.'th-north-westerly from the main traverse into the Nutwood 
Downs area, where similar high readings were obtained near 
the end of the 1960 traverse south of Nutwood Downs. 

9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The lew gravity anomalies in the western part of the 
traverse have been interpreted as Cambrian sedimentary basins. 
On the· other hand re18,tively high g.r:avity reaCli'1gs have been 
interpreted as either high.-standing block-type sh·ucture or 
specific Precam·brian lithology, as in the low-lying eastern 
portion of the surveyed region, i.e. around the fringes of the 
Carpentaria ~lf. 
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It is recommended that the area be investigated in more 
detail, preferably using the helicopter field procedure developed 
by the Bureau of ltineral Resources during recent years. Gravity 
data sufficiently close-spaced with a regular grid pattern of 
station locations would undoubtedly improve the knowledge of the. 
geological setting of the area covered. 
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APPENDIX~' 

STAFF 

Bureau of Mineral Resou~ces 

J. van Son, geophysicist, party leader from 10th August-
9th September 1959. 

A. Radeski, assistant geophysicist, party l~ader from 
9th September - 23rd November 1959. 

A. Douglas, geophysicist, party leader during September 
1960, supervised by the Resident Geologist 
stationed at Darwin. 

W.G. Carter, field assistant from 10th August - 23rd 
November 1959. 

Department of the Interior 

H. McCut b.en, surveyor in charge of the Topographic Party. 
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Al?PENDIX 'B' 

Equipment and vehicles: 

(a) 

Calibration Factor: 0.1104 mgal/scale division, 
therD".ostat contl.'ulled, metal-spring-type instrument. 

Heating temperature set during the course of the 
field work at 1170 Fahrenheit = 47.20 C. 

Performance of 'the Heiland meter No. 58 

The behaviour of the Heiland gravity meter IJo. 58 
was not entirely satisfactory. Irregular drift rates were 
frequent. The meter was extremely sensitive to mechanical 
shocks such as those experienced while travelling over 
rough portions of the road. 'Jumps' in the readings 
occurred at irrGgular intervals. 

The majority of the daily drift c~rves indicate a 
rise in the readings of the instrument during the morning 
hours until a time ran€ing between 1.00 p.m. to 3.00 p.m. 
After this period the readings decrease. Consequently it 
mr;>;}, be dedu.ced that the rate of drift of the Heiland meter 
No. 58 is directly influenced by v3riations in the outside 
te.mperat1lre, as this variation in the readings corresponds 
to th':l nQrmal a.aily tt·mperature variation. However, 
mechanical shocks, as mentioned above, add a:.'! unpredictable 
fa.ctor to the time-drift behaviour of the meter. 

12-V g~~tor with voltage regulator and ammeter 

The generator used for re-charging the batteries 
was mounted under the bonnet of one of the trucks and was 
driYen by t:o.e truck engine. 

The generator became faulty for periods during the 
course of the field work. 

Two 12-V batteries 

These batt~ries were used for keeping the gravity 
meter at constant t~mpe:r~ature. 

R9.dj.o-Eql}~pment - Traeger unit.. 

Standard-type 59/M/10 

The performance of the radio-unit was satisfacto~ 
throughout the period of the survey; :r·ad.io communication V:d.S 

maintained with the Royal Flying Doctor Base, Cloncurry at all 
times. 

Cemning equipment 

Standard-type - setisfactory. 
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Two 'Internati0~al H~~ester' 1-ton trucks 

4 x 4 - type AA.120 - SWB 

The vehicles were equipped with additional petrol 
tanks and water tanks. 

Petrol tank callitcity 

85 and 35 gallons respectively giving the party 
a travelling range of about 300 miles between supply bases. 

Water t8!l1s capaci~ 

35 gallons each. 

Petrol Consumption 

12.5 m.p.g. on bitumen roads 

8.0 m.p.g. on bush tracks 

The performance of tr.e vehicles wa.s satisfactory 
throughout. Minor repairs, fu.£. to door locks, electrical 
system, steering wheel bushings, etc. became necessary after 
the party had travelled over rough sections of the road. 

~2rde~avit~ meter No. 260. Temperature-compensated 
quartz-system instrument. Calibration factor: 0.107e5 mgal/scale 
division, performance satisfactory. 
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APPENl.J IX 'C' 

SURVEY STATISTICS 

Party d.eparted Melbourne 

,Arrived Cloncurry 

Commenced gravity-tie at Cloncurry pendulum 
station 

Completed gravity-tie at Normanton Airport 

Completed readings between Normanton and 
Burketown 

Completed traverse at Daly Waters pendulum 
station ' 

Returned to Melbourne 

New gravity stations established 

Total length of traverse 

Duration of field work 

New gravity sta~io~s established 

Length of traverse from Daly Waters to a point 
20 miles beyond Nutwood Downs 

10th August 

24th August 

28th August 

7th September) 

18th September 

13th November 

23rd November 

205 stations 

1035 miles 

22nd and 23rd 
September, 1960 

19 stations 

65 miles 
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